Technical Note - EDS

Trace Mineral Analysis in Biological Materials with EDAX Octane
Elect and APEX
Introduction
Analytical instrumentation in Life Sciences is one of the fastest growing laboratory tool markets with nearly 5% growth rate in
20171. Microscopy techniques provide valuable information about the physical and morphological characteristics of organic and
inorganic materials. Spectroscopic microanalysis techniques and applications have traditionally lagged behind microscopic imaging
due to the challenges of low energy analysis but they are now gaining similar momentum with valuable new discoveries in this
field of science.
Environmental scientists are finding that chemical contaminants in water affect marine wildlife in unexpected ways. For example,
stain repellents for carpets and nonstick coatings on food packaging can flow into bodies of water and are resistant to breakdown
in the environment. These chemicals have been shown to accumulate in the tissues of sea turtles who eat filter feeder mollusks
such as mussels2. “These emerging chemical contaminants, or ECCs, are not necessarily all new substances. But with improved
detection technologies, their unexpected potential impacts on the environment and human health are just now coming to light.”
An analysis of the components of marine-life shell is also
important as a means of investigating alternative “green”
materials in construction infrastructure. Many countries depend
upon aquaculture as a main source of animal protein, yet
75-90% of the food source is non-edible shells, which are
discarded into the environment3. This can lead to undesirable
consequences such as decreased oxygen levels in the water, or
a foul smell in landfills. Therefore, analyzing the shells for
unexpected chemical compounds before these materials are
put back into the environment as construction materials is
important.

Advancements in Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS)
detector technology play an important role in the ability to
study challenging applications in life sciences. Specifically, the
Silicon Nitride window is nearly ten times thinner than
the older polymer window, which improves the detection
sensitivity for low energy X-rays such as nitrogen (N), oxygen
(O), and fluorine (F). These low energy elements are main
components in biological tissue and also in toxic perfluorinated
compounds (PFCs) in nonstick materials.
A recent Scanning Electon Microscope (SEM)/EDS analysis of
igneous rock, the main constituent of oceanic crust, shows that
fluorine can be detected in minor concentrations in the 2%
range within about 10 seconds of spectral acquisition (Figure
1). Under similar conditions, minimum detection limits of
better than 0.5% F can be achieved.

A SEM analysis of calcium carbonate in mussels from Brazil,
showed that the CaCO3 from oyster and mussel shells is
similar in chemistry to commercial CaCO3, which makes
ground up mussel shells a viable construction material
alternative.
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Figure 1. Igneous rock makes up most of the earth’s ocean crust, and naturally occurring fluorine is rapidly detected with an EDAX Octane Elect Silicon Drift
Detector (SDD) with Silicon Nitride window.
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Figure 4. The live-time quantitative analysis with APEX™ software, collected
from the inside of a mussel shell with several trace minerals, but confirms there
is no fluorine in the shell.
Figure 2. An elemental X-ray map with variations in the main
constituents, calcium in yellow and carbon in pink, indicating
the differing areas of shell and tissue material. 150X
magnification and 45 minute collection time with drift
correction.

The present SEM EDS map in Figure 2 shows that the inside
of a commercially available mussel from the US has variations
in carbon (C) and calcium (Ca) intensities, with more carbon
and oxygen in the darker areas of the shell. Spectral analysis
(Figure 3) shows that nitrogen is also present in these areas,
which indicates there are likely remnants of a thin layer of
tissue membrane. Nitrogen detection in a thin membrane is now
possible due to the improved window technology. Of particular
note is the high resolution clearly separating the low energy
peaks, C, N, O, collected at 10 K CPS and 125 eV MnK
resolution and 47 eV C resolution.

The analysis shows no fluorine peak, which would indicate
PFC uptake at any level within the EDS detection limit.
Quantitative analysis (Figure 4) shows trace amounts of several
minerals, and confirms lack of fluorine.
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Conclusion
Advancements in elemental detection for low energy X-ray microanalysis have uncovered new applications of SEM EDS in the
Life Sciences. Thin Silicon Nitride window technology and high performance resolution at all conditions mean that even trace
amounts of materials in biological tissue can be detected. The EDAX Octane Elect Super SDD paired with APEX™ software
streamlines collection of spectra, quantification, and maps for data collection within minutes for the best in productivity.
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Figure 3. The inside of a mussel shell at 500X magnification shows additional detail of the shell morphology and spectral analysis shows <50 eV resolution for C,
N, and O. Trace level peaks of several minerals have concentrations lower than 1% by weight.
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